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*Portable dictionary and thesaurus. *Over 200,000 words, with definitions, parts of speech, spelling, phrases, examples and
synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms, hypernyms, phrases and definitions of English words, with a wildcard option. *Tabbed
windows for easy navigation. *Double click on a word and it's definition will appear in the selected window. *Built-in Internet
browser. *Download English words from Wikipedia or Wiktionary, by simply highlighting their corresponding links.
*Customizable shortcut key to search words inside definitions or phrases. *Search history. *Thesaurus browsing. *Search
history. *Installs quickly and doesn't affect your system registry. The application displays the table with the following
information: *Menu item name. *Menu command. *Key combination. *Thesaurus category. *Definition, word, parts of speech.
*Example(s). *Synonyms. *Antonyms. *Hipo- and hypernyms. *English words alphabetically arranged and their definitions.
*English words alphabetically arranged and their definitions, with wildcard searches. *Word's definition, word's part of speech
and its context. *Mouse click to enlarge the letters and symbols. *Mouse click to toggle colors (i.e. glossary, non-glossary).
*Undo. *Quick search. *Search history. Portable TheSage English Dictionary and Thesaurus is a small, light and easy to use
dictionary with a free thesaurus and dictionary database. The application consists of a simple interface which makes it easy to
use and fast to load. The database is compact and will be fast to load, even for huge dictionaries. Portable TheSage English
Dictionary and Thesaurus is a dictionary application which is easy and fast to use. It consists of a simple interface which makes
it easy to use and fast to load, even for huge dictionaries. The database is compact and will be fast to load, even for huge
dictionaries. The dictionary entries are displayed in alphabetical order, no matter if they are thesaurus or non-thesaurus entries.
The application is a dictionary and thesaurus for portable use in a variety of Windows applications. Portable TheSage English
Dictionary and Thesaurus is a dictionary and thesaurus
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English Dictionary and Thesaurus provides users with a complete dictionary and thesaurus that they can use to find explanations
for over 200,000 English words. The main advantage of the application is its capacity to look up words from any program. Just
select a word in a third party application (like a word processor, a browser etc.), press the user-defined key combination and the
software automatically finds it in its database. The comprehensive dictionary provides you with detailed explanations of words,
displaying its grammatical category, together with a list of synonyms, antonyms, derived words, as well as a famous quote, when
available. In addition, you can use it to search words inside definitions and phrase examples. Searching for semantic similarities
helps you create a complete thesaurus, containing synonyms, antonyms, hipo and hypernyms, attributes and more. Any of the
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found words are clickable, which initiates a new lookup into the dictionary. Furthermore, the embedded browser can be used to
perform online searches on Wikipedia, Wiktionary, Google Define and Google Translate. All the words you search are
displayed in separate tabs, enabling you to easily access a previously looked up definition. The application can suggest results as
you type; furthermore, it records the full history of your searches. The 'Wildcard' tool allows you to search for entries that
match a certain pattern, which is a combination of letters and special characters (for instance, the '?' symbol replaces a single
character). The 'Anagram' option searches the index for all the anagrams of a character string and returns only valid English
words. The application is portable, thus it does not require installation and it does not affect your system registry. Portable
TheSage's English Dictionary and The 09e8f5149f
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Portable TheSage's English Dictionary and Thesaurus provides users with a complete dictionary and thesaurus that they can use
to find explanations for over 200,000 English words. The main advantage of the application is its capacity to look up words
from any program. Just select a word in a third party application (like a word processor, a browser etc.), press the user-defined
key combination and the software automatically finds it in its database. The comprehensive dictionary provides you with
detailed explanations of words, displaying its grammatical category, together with a list of synonyms, antonyms, derived words,
as well as a famous quote, when available. You can use it to search words inside definitions and phrase examples. Searching for
semantic similarities helps you create a complete thesaurus, containing synonyms, antonyms, hipo and hypernyms, attributes and
more. Any of the found words are clickable, which initiates a new lookup into the dictionary. The embedded browser can be
used to perform online searches on Wikipedia, Wiktionary, Google Define and Google Translate. All the words you search are
displayed in separate tabs, enabling you to easily access a previously looked up definition. The application can suggest results as
you type; furthermore, it records the full history of your searches. The 'Wildcard' tool allows you to search for entries that
match a certain pattern, which is a combination of letters and special characters (for instance, the '?' symbol replaces a single
character). The 'Anagram' option searches the index for all the anagrams of a character string and returns only valid English
words. The application is portable, thus it does not require installation and it does not affect your system registry. Portable
TheSage English Dictionary and Thesaurus Keywords: English Dictionary, Thesaurus, Thesaurus, Dictionary, Thesaurus,
Words, Definition, Full Version, Download Portable TheSage, Thesaurus, Dictionary, Anagram, Search, Synonym, Antonym,
Typing, Translator, Translation, English Dictionary, Word Search, English Dictionary and Thesaurus, English Dictionary and
Thesaurus Description, English Thesaurus, English Dictionary, English Dictionary, English Dictionary, English Thesaurus,
English Thesaurus, English Thesaurus, English Thesaurus, English Thesaurus, English Dictionary, English Dictionary, English
Dictionary and Thesaurus, Portable TheSage, Thesaurus, Best English Dictionary and Thesaurus, English Dictionary

What's New in the Portable TheSage English Dictionary And Thesaurus?
A English dictionary and thesaurus that you can use to look up words in your own programs. It contains over 200,000 words,
with detailed explanations, such as synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms and hypernyms, and famous quotes, when available. The
main advantage of the application is its capacity to look up words from any application. Just select a word in your program,
press a key combination and the software automatically finds it in the database. The comprehensive dictionary provides you
with detailed explanations of words, displaying its grammatical category, together with a list of synonyms, antonyms, derived
words, as well as a famous quote, when available. In addition, you can use it to search words inside definitions and phrase
examples. Searching for semantic similarities helps you create a complete thesaurus, containing synonyms, antonyms, hyponyms
and hypernyms, attributes and more. Any of the found words are clickable, which initiates a new lookup into the dictionary. The
embedded browser can be used to perform online searches on Wikipedia, Wiktionary, Google Define and Google Translate. All
the words you search are displayed in separate tabs, enabling you to easily access a previously looked up definition. The
application can suggest results as you type; furthermore, it records the full history of your searches. The 'Wildcard' tool allows
you to search for entries that match a certain pattern, which is a combination of letters and special characters (for instance, the
'?' symbol replaces a single character). The 'Anagram' option searches the index for all the anagrams of a character string and
returns only valid English words. The English words that you look up are saved in the database with the full text, allowing you to
continue your search for the same word later, and comes with a large searchable database, which saves your time. The userdefined key combination can be changed in the application properties. The database size and the number of words are editable
in the options file. The application does not require installation, and does not affect your system registry. The program also
provides with a large number of features, including example searches, bookmarking, search history, import/export of the
database and more. Portable TheSage English Dictionary and Thesaurus Download Link: Portable TheSage English Dictionary
and The
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System Requirements For Portable TheSage English Dictionary And Thesaurus:
Minimum: OS: Windows 10 Windows 10 CPU: Intel Core i3-7100 Intel Core i3-7100 RAM: 8GB 8GB HDD: 50GB free space
50GB free space GPU: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 2GB NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 2GB Web Browser: Microsoft Edge 42+
Microsoft Edge 42+ Sound Card: DirectX compatible with support for Windows Media Audio Audio: DirectX compatible with
support for Windows Media Audio Audio: DirectX compatible with support for Windows Media Audio DirectX compatible
with support for
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